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Kapci 805 Wash Primer
Kapci 805 is a 2K wash primer used as a primer for application over steel,

galvanized steel, aluminum and other light metals as it provides good adhesion

and anticorrosion properties.

For long-lasting anticorrosion protection over steel, it is recommended to use

a Kapci 2K Epoxy Primer.

apci 20 t able Pri er
Kapci 820 is a 2K weldable primer based on epory resin which delivers excellent

corrosion protection when applied over sandblasted steel components. This

high performances epoxy primer allows two metal surfaces to be primed prior

to the wetding process. lt should be apptied over previously sandblasted steel
(the surface preparation level SA 2 %).



Kapci 850 is a 1K fast drying synthetic primer with good anticorrosion
properties and adhesion over steel. For maximum durability steel should be

prepared by blast cleaning or sanding.The product can be overcoated with 1K

topcoats.

Kapci 870 is a fast drying 2K epoxy primer with high anticorrosion properties,
outstanding chemical resistance and good adhesion over steel, stainless
steel, galvanized steel, and aluminum. lt can be overcoated with 2K filters, 2K
topcoats, and basecoat cotors. For wet-on-wet application, the minimum time
for overcoating is 2h at 20'C.

Kapci 875 is 2K epoxy primer with high anticorrosion properties, fast
drying, outstanding chemical resistance and good adhesion over steel,
stainless steel, galvanized steel and aluminium. Kapci 875 can be recoated
with 2K fillers, 2K topcoats, and basecoats/clearcoats.

Kapci 880 is a 2K epoxy primer with excetlent anticorrosion properties,
outstanding chemical resistance and good adhesion over steel, stainless
steel, galvanized steet, and aluminum. lt can be overcoated with 2K fi[ters, 2K
topcoats, and basecoats colors. For wet-on-wet application, the minimum
time for overcoating is 3h at 20'C.
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Kapci 350 PE Putty
Kapci 350 is a general-purpose putty based on polyester resin. lt provides the
best foundation for a[[ Kapci paint systems combining easy application with easy

sanding. Kapci 350 PE putty can be apptied over variety of substrates including
steel, galvanized steel, aluminum, glass fiber reinforced ptastic (CRP)/fiberglass,

and properly prepared otd finishes in sound conditions.

Kapci 355 Elastic PE Putty
for plastic
Kapci 355 is a potyester-based elastic putty especiatty designed for application
over plastics. lt adheres excellent to plastics, has excellent flexibitity and

resistance to wrapping. lt can be applied over any kind of plastics excePt

potyethylene (PE) and may be used under any Kapci filler. lts gray anthracite
color is similar to the original color of plastic car parts.



f,APCI

Kapci 365 Mixed Fiber PE Putty
Kapci 365 is a polyester-based putty containing glass fibers to provide thicker
layers when used in standard filling operations and for filling of dents. lt can
be apptied over steel, galvanized steet, atuminum, CRP/fiberglass, and property
prepared old finishes.

Kapci 373 Lightweight PE Putty
Kapci 373 is a lightweight putty based on polyester resin. lt is particularly suitable
for fitting of large surface areas due to its lower density. lts optimized viscosity and
thixotropy detiver ease of mixing, application, and sanding. lt can be applied over
steel, galvanized steel, aluminum, glass fiber reinforced ptastic (CRp/fiberglass), and
properly prepared old finishes.



Kapci 380 is a polyester-based putty containing fine aluminum flakes providing

increased film thickness, corrosion resistance, and resistance to vibrations. lt can

be used over steel, gatvanized steel, aluminum, and glass fibre reinforced plastic

(Cnl)/fibergtass for fitling of irregu[arities and cavities.
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2 KFiller

ialty developed for use under 2K topcoats and
easy application and sanding detivering a good
PE putties, 2K Epoxy Primers, 2K Wash Primers,

fiberglass previously, and properly prepared o[d

i finishes in sound condition. Kapci 625 is sold in white and spectraI gray shades.

Kapci 635 is a 2K acrylic fi[[er especiatly developed for use under 2K topcoats and

solvent-based basecoats. lt combines easy application and sanding with a good
finaI finish. lt is apptied over 2K PE putties,2K Epoxy Primers,2KWash Primers,
'l K Etch Primers, OEM primers, CRP/fiberglass, and old finishes property prepared.

Kapci 635 is sold in white and spectral gray shades.
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Kapci 615 Adftex Flexible
Additive for Plastic
Kapci 616 Adflex is a flexible additive for plastic. lt is added to Kapci

range of 2K fi[[ers, 2K acrylic topcoats and 2K clearcoats to enhance their
flexibitity over flexible and very flexible plastic.
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Underbody

Kapci 100S Underbody
Kapci 100S is a product based on cyclo rubber designed to protect car underbody
from stone chipping and corrosion. lt can atso be applied over the body floor and
other metaI parts. Kapci 100S gives anticorrosion properties, exceltent adhesion and
chemical resistance.The product is ready for use.
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Kapci 620 zKTransparent Sealer
Kapci 620 is an extraordinary 2K transParent acrylic sealer with excellent adhesion

properties over non-sanded areas hence eliminating the requirements for sanding.

This versatile oroduct can be used as adhesion Dromoter over non-sanded finishes,

non-sanding (wet-on-wet) sealer, or sanding isolator over sanded areas. lt may be

apptied over OEM finishes, existing 2K paints and 2K Fillers.The product is tintable

with Kapcicryl 2K acrylic paints up to 10% by volume.

KAPCI
C OAT I NGS

g 2K-Sealer
620
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Kapcicryl 650 zKAcrylic Topcoat
Kapcicryt 660 is a 2K acrylic mixing system for repainting of passenger cars and
commercia[ vehicles. lt delivers 2K acrylic-urethane topcoats with high gloss,
long-lasting durability, excellent coverage, and outstanding finish. When used in
conjunction with a Kapci range of MS hardeners and 2KThinners, Kapcicryl topcoats
fu[fi[[ demands for any size of refinish.

t i,,{., ,

Kapci Special Magic Colors
Kapci Speciat Magic color contains multi-layer pigment flakes which
give paint film the abitity to change color when is viewed from different
angles. Each Kapci Special Magic Color gives extraordinary chroma and
brilliant appearance. These special effect colors are fulty compatibte with
transparent Kapcibase basecoat colors.



Kapci C333 Matting Agent
Kapci C333 is a matting agent, which is added into Kapci 2K AcrylicTopcoats in order
to provide matt smooth finish. lt is mixed 30-50 mass% with 2K toDcoat colors to
produce semi-gloss, satin, or matt finish.

Kapci 640 Ready mixed
basecoats
Kapcibase 640 is a ready mixed basecoat paint which offers solid color basecoat
(pigmented), meta[[ic and pearlescent basecoat.
Kapcibase 640 is used in combination with recommended Kapci clearcoats to
give durable, hard and gloss finish.
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Kapci Hardeners are polyisocyanate based hardeners used for Kapci 2K products.They are carefutly selected

and designed for use with Kapci acrylic topcoats, clearcoats, and fitlers.The hardeners'selection and their

broad range assist in optimizing of a[[ painting conditions and size of repair so that highty retiabte application
can be achieved.

\ ':.&n

Horde
651

Hordene
652

Hdrden
65t Hdrdener

654

Kapci 652

Kapci 553

Kapci 556

Kapci 6O23 / Kapci 6033

Kapci 6025 / Kapci 5035

Kapci 6027

Kapci 5054

Kapci 6055 / Kapci 662 / Kapci 665

NormaI MS hardener

Suitable for partial and complete car repair at normal temPerature.

Fast MS hardener

Suitabte for partial and medium sized repair at lower temPerature.

Extra fast MS hardener

Suitable for partiaI repair at lower temperature.

S[ow MS hardener
Suitabte for partial and complete car repair at high temPerature.

Fast hardeners

Suitable for partiaI and medium sized repair at lower temperature.

Normal hardeners
Suitable for partiaI and complete car repair at normaI temPerature.

Slow hardener

Suitable for partiaI and complete car repair at high temPerature.

Fast HS hardener

Suitable for partiaI and medium sized repair at lower temPerature.

Normal HS hardeners

Suitable for partiaI and complete car repair at normaI temPerature.

Slow HS hardener

Suitable for partiaI and complete car repair at high temperature.

Kapci 551
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Kapci Thinners are especiatty designed to suite the apptication viscosity and the drying time of
Kapci Car Refinish products. Kapci thinners inctuding Fast 600F, Normal 600, Slow 601 or Extra
Stow 602 thinner, assist in optimizing all painting conditions, size of repair, delivering highty
reliable apptication processes, and finishing.
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Thin
601 Thinner

502

Fast Thinner

UniversaI thinner for 1K Etch Primers, TpA products,ClearcaotsZK

Acrytic Fi[[ers, ZK Sealers, 2K Acry[icTopcoats, Basecoats and Clearcoats.

It adjusts the application viscosity at low temperatures from 15"C
to 20oC.

NormalThinner
Universal thinner for 1K Etch Primers,TpA products,2KAcrylic
Fitlers,2K Sealers, ZKAcrylic Paints, Basecoats and Clearcoats.lt adjusts
the application viscosity at normal temperatures from 20"C-25"C.

SlowThinner
UniversaI thinner forTPA products, ZK Acrytic Fitters, ZK Sea[ers,2K

Acrytic Paints, Basecoats and Clearcoats. lt adjusts the apptication
viscosity at temperature above 30oC.

Extra SlowThinner

Tninner
6oo|

Kapci 600

Kapci 601

Kapci 502

Kapci 610

Kapci 51 1

Universal thinner for 2K Acrylic Fi[[ers, 2K Seaters, ZK Acrytic paints and
Clearcoats. lt is not recommended for Basecoats. lt adjusts the
application viscosity at temperature above 35oC.

Metatlic Thinner
Thinner used onty in Basecoats.

Spot RepairThinner
Kapci 611 is a product especia[[y designed for blending-in of Kapcibase

solvent-based basecoat cotors. lt assists to achieve a smooth
homogeneous overspray area in the fade-out zone. lt smoothes the
transition area from the fade-out zone into old paint work. Kapci 6.l1
is a ready for use product. lt is used solety and is mixed 30%-50%bV
vo[ume with Kapcibase basecoat colors.

Kapci 600F
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Kapci Clearcoats guarantee:

ff Simpte application

* Excellent flow and gloss

# Rapid through drying

* Easy potishing

t Competitive pricing
il+ Manufacture to ISO standards
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Kapci 3001 MS Clearcoat
Kapci 3001 is a 2K medium solid acrylic clearcoat especially formulated for

apptying over Kapci solvent-based basecoats. lt gives high gloss, high durabitity

and very good final finish when used in conjunction with Kapci MS hardeners

651 Normal, 652 Fast, 653 Extra Fast, or 656 Slow.

I

L

Kapci 3100 Matt Clearco t
Kapci 3100 Matt is a 2K acrylic clearcoat designed for repairs of surfaces requiring

matt finish with gloss 18-21 CU at an angle of 85 degree.The [eve[ of gloss may also

be adjusted by mixingwith standard clearcoats such as Kapci 3100, Kapci 3001, or

Kapci888.The clearcoat delivers flexible matt finish when used in conjunction with
hardeners Kaoci 653 Extra Fast, 652 Fast,651 Normal, or 656 Slow.



2-K
Cleorcool
3150 Maft
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Kapci 3150 Matt Clearcoat
Kapci 3150 Matt is a 2K acrylic clearcoat designed for repairs of surfaces
requiring matt finish with gloss 10-15 CU at an angle of 85 degree.The
clearcoat delivers flexible matt finish when used in corirjfhction with
hardeners Kapci 653 Extra Fast, 652 Fast,651 Normal, or.Cld$tow.

Kapci 9999 2K MS Clearcoat
Kapci 9999 is a 2K medium solids acrylic clearcoat especially
formulated for spraying over Kapci base coat. lt combines
accelerated drying with good final appearance.
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Kapci 32OO 2K MS Clearcoat
Kapci 3200 is a premium quatity high performance 2K mediu c clear

coat especially formutated for spraying over Kapci basecoat offers

high durabitity and weathering resistance. lt is used in conju edium
solids range of Kapci hardeners 653,652,651 and 656.
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N.C Paints
500

Kapci 500
N itrocellu lose topcoat
Kapci 500 is high gtoss paint based on nitroceltulose resih. Kapci 500 is fasr
drying topcoat with very good coverage. lt is used for outdoor and indoor
repair.The product is not recommended for a[[ car repairs.
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Kapci Dima 9670
Waterborne basecoat Colors
Dima 9670 is a waterborne basecoat mixing system for repainting of
passenger cars and commercial vehicles. The mixing system offers extensive

basecoat color matching including metallics, pearls, solid color basecoat, and

special effect finishes. Based on acrylic dispersion, Dima 9670 basecoat colors

significantly reduce solvent emission and comply with the 420gltVOC timit.

Dima Degreaser 9505
Dima degreaser 9605 is a waterborne PreParatory product suitable for

degreasing and cleaning of sanded surfaces and old finishes.



Kapci 6050 is a 2K high solids anti-scratch clearcoat particu[arly designed for the
application over waterborne basecoats. lt offers a scratch resistant, high durable
and high gloss finish especially when baked. lt can be used in all type of repairs

when mixed with hardeners Kapci 6054 Fast, 6055 Normal, or 6056 Slow. Kapci

6050 HS Anti-Scratch clearcoat shoutd be apptied over Dima 9670 waterborne
basecoat and Kaocibase solvent-based basecoat co[ors.

Kapci 6000 is a high solids 2K acrylic clearcoat suitable for use in a[[ type of
repairs. lt combines easy application, gtoss retention, and fast drying properties.

It detivers best performances and finish especialty when baked.The clearcoat can

be applied over Kapcibase solvent-based and Dima 9670 waterborne basecoat
colors.



Kapci 6020 is a high solids ZK acrylic ctearcoat suitable for use in atl

type of repairs over Kapcibase solvent-based basecoat colors. lt offers

easy application, high gloss and very good gloss retention. lt is used with
hardeners Kapci 6023 Fast, 6025 Normat, or 6027 S[ow, to deliver the best

oerformances.

Kapci 6040 is a 2K High sotids clearcoat suitable for repair of a[[ kind of
vehicles. lt delivers high viscosity and higher film build, high gtoss and long

lasting finish when used in conjunction with Kapci hardeners
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